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The Drosophila larva has a simple peripheral nervous system with a comparably small
number of sensory neurons located externally at the head or internally along the pharynx
to assess its chemical environment. It is assumed that larval taste coding occurs mainly
via external organs (the dorsal, terminal, and ventral organ). However, the contribution of
the internal pharyngeal sensory organs has not been explored. Here we find that larvae
require a single pharyngeal gustatory receptor neuron pair called D1, which is located
in the dorsal pharyngeal sensilla, in order to avoid caffeine and to associate an odor
with caffeine punishment. In contrast, caffeine-driven reduction in feeding in non-choice
situations does not require D1. Hence, this work provides data on taste coding via
different receptor neurons, depending on the behavioral context. Furthermore, we show
that the larval pharyngeal system is involved in bitter tasting. Using ectopic expressions,
we show that the caffeine receptor in neuron D1 requires the function of at least four
receptor genes: the putative co-receptors Gr33a, Gr66a, the putative caffeine-specific
receptor Gr93a, and yet unknown additional molecular component(s). This suggests that
larval taste perception is more complex than previously assumed already at the sensory
level. Taste information from different sensory organs located outside at the head or inside
along the pharynx of the larva is assembled to trigger taste guided behaviors.
Keywords: Drosophila larvae, feeding, learning and memory, choice behavior, caffeine, gustatory receptor, single
cell analysis
INTRODUCTION
Taste is a vital sense for animals. Sensory cells located in taste organs, such as the tongue of
mammals or the proboscis of insects, are dedicated to discriminating between structurally diverse
chemical compounds (reviewed in Apostolopoulou et al., 2015; Freeman and Dahanukar, 2015;
French et al., 2015; Joseph and Carlson, 2015; Kikut-Ligaj and Trzcielinska-Lorych, 2015). Some of
these compounds indicate the presence of nutrients in a food source, while others may even signal
toxicity. In humans, harmful compounds are often perceived as bitter and induce innate aversion
(Ventura and Worobey, 2013; Barretto et al., 2015). By extension, bitter sensation is inferred in
animals, including insects, for substances that elicit innate aversive reactions.
Taste-driven behavior has many facets, including food-seeking or feeding-related behaviors and
also communication and the identification of mating partners and predators (Bray and Amrein,
2003). Tastant valence can be concentration-dependent, as low salt concentrations are appetitive,
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whereas higher concentrations are aversive (Niewalda et al.,
2008; Zhang et al., 2013; Alves et al., 2014). In addition,
innate attraction can be reversed during the animals’ life
(Xu et al., 2008). Furthermore, taste-dependent behavior is
state-dependent. Feeding depends on the hunger state of
an animal and otherwise aversive compounds can become
appealing for reasons of self-medication (Bernays and Singer,
2005; Milan et al., 2012; Abbott, 2014). Given this complexity
it is not surprising that many details of taste coding such
as a precise number and molecular function of sensory
neurons and taste receptors or the functional dissociation
between internal and external sensory organs remain to be
investigated.
To learn more about bitter taste perception at the cellular and
molecular level we studied caffeine sensation using Drosophila
larvae as a model system. The Drosophila larva has a simple
peripheral nervous system with a small number of sensory
neurons to assess its chemical environment (Singh and Singh,
1984; Tissot et al., 1997; Python and Stocker, 2002; Kwon
et al., 2011; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a). Three external
chemosensory organs are located at the tip of the larval head;
the dorsal (DO, whichmainly serves olfactory function), terminal
(TO), and ventral organ (VO). Internally, three organs are
located along the pharynx: the dorsal (DPS), posterior (PPS),
and ventral (VPS) pharyngeal sensilla. In total these organs give
rise to about 114 pairs of sensory neurons which have been
suggested to function in gustation, olfaction, thermosensation,
hygrosensation, and mechanosensation (Singh and Singh, 1984;
Python and Stocker, 2002; Fishilevich et al., 2005; Kreher et al.,
2005; Apostolopoulou et al., 2015; Klein et al., 2015; Ni et al.,
2016). Thus, larvae have at least two taste subsystems, an external
one and a pharyngeal one. Taste coding in the pharyngeal system
was not analyzed so far.
Anatomical studies suggest that the larva perceives bitter taste
by a total of 12 gustatory receptor neuron (GRN) pairs, six in the
TO and six located internally along the pharynx (Kwon et al.,
2011; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a; Kim et al., 2016). Related
GRNs acquire their function by the expression of different
combinations of gustatory receptors (Grs). In Drosophila 60
gustatory receptor genes code for 68 gustatory receptors. Their
majority detects bitter compounds (Clyne et al., 2000; Dunipace
et al., 2001; Scott et al., 2001; Robertson et al., 2003). Although
Grs in Drosophila share no homology to mammalian taste
receptors (Robertson et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2011), they seem
to share similarities in processing the valence of bitter and sweet
stimuli. Current data from adult Drosophila suggest that several
GR proteins are needed to form a functional receptor unit (Jiao
et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009, 2010). Bitter receptors may need
the co-expression of Gr32a, Gr33a, Gr66a (Moon et al., 2009;
Lee et al., 2010) which may be bitter co-receptors (Weiss et al.,
2011). Beside these co-receptors, additional receptors may have
a more specific role in the detection of particular chemicals such
as Gr59c for berberine, lobeline, and denatonium (Weiss et al.,
2011), Gr8a for L-canavanine (Lee et al., 2012), and Gr47a for
strychnine (Lee et al., 2015, but see also Delventhal and Carlson,
2016). Whether this is true for the larval stages has not been
addressed systematically.
How larvae manage to sample and process a wide range
of chemicals with only a few neurons that express different
sets of GRs remains unknown. Of the three putative bitter co-
receptors found in adults, the larva expresses only Gr66a and
Gr33a in 12 GRNs (Kwon et al., 2011; Apostolopoulou et al.,
2014a; Kim et al., 2016). Only some of them express Gr32a (Kwon
et al., 2011). One GRN of the TO was suggested to respond
to opposing tastes, such as sweet and bitter (van Giesen et al.,
2016). These results suggest a complexity that is far from being
understood. Therefore, more experimental work is required
to understand larval bitter sensation and taste processing in
general. Especially the role of the pharyngeal sensory neurons
remains elusive given the lack of anatomical, molecular, and
behavioral data.
Here we find that larvae require only a single pharyngeal
GRN pair called D1, which is located in the DPS, in order to
avoid caffeine and to associate an odor with caffeine dependent
punishment. In contrast, caffeine-driven reduction in feeding in
non-choice situations does not require D1. In addition, we show
that the molecular mechanism which provides D1 with the ability
to detect caffeine is conserved throughout metamorphosis. As
in adult Drosophila, caffeine sensation requires Gr33a, Gr66a,
and Gr93a receptor gene function (Lee et al., 2009). Caffeine
sensation also requires an additional unknown Gr gene because
co-expression of Gr33a, Gr66a, and Gr93a receptor genes in
the pharyngeal D2 neuron pair is not sufficient to introduce
caffeine sensitivity. Yet, we cannot exclude the possibility that
additional Gr genes expressed in the D2 neuron pair antagonize
Gr93a receptor gene function (Delventhal and Carlson, 2016).
Together, this work provides—to our knowledge—the first
functional study on taste coding via the larval pharyngeal
system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly Stocks and Maintenance
Flies were maintained on standard Drosophila medium at 25◦C.
For all experiments, flies were transferred to new vials and
allowed to lay eggs for 2 days. Experiments were performed
5 or 6 days after egg laying. Third instar, feeding stage
larvae were used in groups of about 30 animals for behavioral
experiments or individually for anatomical approaches and
Ca2+-imaging experiments. Gr-Gal4 lines (Gr66a-Gal4, Gr33a-
Gal4, Gr10a-Gal4, Gr36c-Gal4, Gr94a-Gal4, Gr97a-Gal4, Gr57d-
Gal4, Gr59d-Gal4, and Gr93a-Gal4), WT CantonS, UAS-hid,rpr,
and UAS-mCD8::GFP stocks were kindly provided by the
Carlson, Scott, Heisenberg, Sprecher, and Tanimoto labs. UAS-
GCaMP6m and mutants for gustatory and olfactory receptor
genes (Gr66aex83, Gr33a1, and Gr93a3) were obtained from
the Bloomington Stock Center (Bloomington Stock Numbers
42748, 35528, 31427, and 27592). w1118 was crossed to different
lines for heterozygous controls. In addition, we used Gr33a1;
Gr66aex83 double mutant larvae, UAS-GCaMP6m; Gr33a-Gal4
larvae, UAS-GCaMP6m; Gr33a1 larvae, Gr93a-Gal4; Gr33a1
larvae, UAS-GCaMP6m; Gr93a3 larvae, and Gr93a-Gal4; Gr93a3
larvae that were established by crosses using a double balancer
stock (Bloomington Stock Number 3704).
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Caffeine-Dependent Choice Behavior
Experiments were performed using standard methods (Niewalda
et al., 2008; Schipanski et al., 2008; El-Keredy et al., 2012;
Rohwedder et al., 2012; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a). 1.0%
(w/v) agarose solution (Sigma Aldrich Cat. No.: A5093; CAS No.:
9012-36-6) was boiled in a microwave and filled as a thin layer
into Petri dishes (85 mm diameter, Cat. No.: 82.1472, Sarstedt,
Nümbrecht, Germany). After cooling the agarose was removed
from half of the plate. The empty half was filled by 1.0% (w/v)
agarose solution in addition containing 50 mM caffeine (Sigma
Aldrich cat. no.: 27600) if not indicated otherwise. For the test, 30
larvae were put in the middle of a Petri dish. Larvae were counted
after 5 min as being located on either the caffeine side, the no-
caffeine side, or a middle neutral side (an area of about 10 mm
width running vertically in the middle of the plate).
The preference indices for choice behavior were calculated as
follows:
Preference Index =
(#CAFFEINE − #PURE AGAROSE)
#TOTAL
Negative preference indices therefore indicate aversion to
caffeine.
Feeding
Experiments were performed using standard methods
(Schipanski et al., 2008; El-Keredy et al., 2012; Rohwedder
et al., 2012; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a; König et al., 2014). For
control experiments, Petri dishes were filled with a solution of
1% (w/v) agarose and 2% (w/v) indigo carmin (Sigma Aldrich
cat. no.: 73436). For experimental groups, Petri dishes were filled
with a solution of 1% (w/v) agarose, 2% (w/v) indigo carmin,
and 50 mM caffeine. Experimental larvae were allowed to feed
on dishes for 30 min. They were then washed in tap water and
homogenized in 500 µl of 1 M ascorbic acid solution (Sigma
Aldrich cat. no.: A7506). The homogenate was centrifuged for
5 min at 13,400 rpm and the supernatant was filtered using a
syringe filter (millipore, 5 µm pores, Darmstadt, Germany) into
a new Eppendorf cup. Subsequently, the mixture was centrifuged
again for 5 min at 13,400 rpm. 100µl of the supernatant were
loaded onto a 96-well plate (Hartenstein, Würzburg, Germany).
The absorbance of each mixture was measured at 610 nm
using an Epoch spectrophotometer (BioTek, Bad Friedrichshall,
Germany). To calculate the final absorbance of each single
measurement, the mean absorbance of the blank control (1M
ascorbic acid) was subtracted from the absorbance of the relative
mixture.
Absorbance = absorbance of the mixture
− absorbance of the blank control
Odor-Caffeine Learning
Experiments were performed using standard methods (Niewalda
et al., 2008; Schipanski et al., 2008; El-Keredy et al., 2012;
Rohwedder et al., 2012; Apostolopoulou et al., 2013, 2014a).
Petri dishes filled with a thin layer of 3.0% agarose were used
containing either pure agarose or agarose plus caffeine at a
concentration of 50 mM. As olfactory stimuli, we used 10 µl
amyl acetate (AM; Fluka 46022; diluted 1:250 in paraffin oil,
Fluka 76235) and benzaldehyde (BA; undiluted; Fluka 12010).
Odorants were loaded into custom-made Teflon containers
(4.5mm diameter) with perforated lids. A first group of 30
animals was exposed to AM while crawling on agarose medium
also containing caffeine as a negative reinforcer. After 5 min,
larvae were transferred to a fresh, pure-agarose Petri dish and
exposed to BA (AM+/BA). This cycle of training trials was
repeated two more times. A second group of larvae received
reciprocal training (AM/BA+). Then larvae were transferred
onto test plates containing agarose plus caffeine on which AM
and BAwere presented on opposite sides. After 3min, individuals
were counted as located on the AM side (# AM), the BA side (#
BA), or in a 10 mm neutral zone. We determined a preference
index for each training group as follows:
PrefAM+/BA = (#AM− # BA)/# Total
PrefAM/BA+ = (#AM− # BA)/# Total
To measure specifically the effect of associative learning, we
then calculated the associative performance index (PI) as the
difference in preference between the reciprocally trained larvae:
PI = (PrefAM+/BA − PrefAM/BA+)/2
Negative PIs thus represent aversive associative learning.
Division by two ensures scores are bound within [−1; 1]. The
sequence of training trials (i.e., AM+/BA or BA/AM+) was
alternated across repetitions of the experiment.
Survival on Caffeine Diet
Experiments were performed using standard methods
(Rohwedder et al., 2012; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a). Vials
prepared for control groups were filled with 1% (w/v) agarose
solution. Vials prepared for experimental groups were filled with
1% (w/v) agarose plus 50 mM caffeine. Twelve wild-type first
instar larvae were placed in each vial and kept at 25◦C during
the experiment. The number of surviving larvae was counted
each day for 9 consecutive days. During the experiment, drops
of tap water were occasionally added to the vials to prevent
dehydration. The relative survival of the larvae, in each vial, was
calculated every day by dividing the number of living larvae on
this day with the total number of larvae on day 1.
Relative Survival =
# living larvae on a specific day
# total larvae on day 1
Statistical Methods
Kruskal–Wallis tests were performed and, in case of significance,
followed by Wilcoxon rank-sum tests; Holm–Bonferroni
corrections were used for multiple comparisons as applicable.
Likewise, Wilcoxon signed-ranked tests were used to compare
values against chance level. All statistical analyses were
performed with R version 2.14.0 and Windows Excel 2010.
Figure alignments were done with Adobe Photoshop. The
behavioral data are presented as boxplots (middle line, median;
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box boundaries, 25%/75% quantiles; whiskers, 10%/90%
quantiles; circles, outliers). Asterisks (∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗) and “n.s.”
indicate p< 0.05, p< 0.01, p< 0.001, and p> 0.05, respectively.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
For SEM, larvae were bathed in hot water for 1.5–2 min.
Fixation was carried out in 2.5% glutaraldehyde buffered in
0.05 M Na-cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4, 396 mOsm) at 4◦C. After
30min, approximately the anterior third was cut off and put
back in fresh fixative for additional 18 h at 4◦C. After fixation,
samples were washed three times for 10min, respectively, in
0.1M Na-cacodylate (pH 7.4), followed by post-fixation in 1%
osmium tetroxide (OsO4) for 2 h at 4
◦C. After additional washing
steps (3 × 10 min with 0.2 M Na-cacodylate, pH 7.4), specimens
were dehydrated in ascending ethanol concentrations and then
transferred into a critical point device (Bal-Tec CPD 030,
Liechtenstein) and dried via CO2. After mounting on aluminum
stubs with CCC (Conductive Carbon Cement, Plano GmbH,
Wetzlar, Germany), specimens were coated in a sputter coater
(Balzers SCD 030, Liechtenstein) with 5 nm gold-palladium
in order to enhance conductivity. Samples were examined in
a FESEM Auriga TM Crossbeam workstation (Zeiss, Jena,
Germany). Images were analyzed and processed with Image J
software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij).
Light Microscopy
Dissection of third instar larvae was performed in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS). After fixation in 3.7% formaldehyde
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) in PBS for 30 min, heads were
washed seven times in PBT (PBS with 3% Triton-X 100, Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Next, 5% normal goat serum (Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) in PBT was added for 2 h. The
primary antibody was applied for 2 days at 4◦C. Samples were
then washed six times with PBT. The secondary antibody was
applied for 2 days at 4◦C and specimens were washed eight
times with PBT. Finally, samples were mounted in Vectashield
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) between two cover slips
and stored at 4◦C in the dark.
Anti-elav [Anti-elav mouse, DHSB (Iowa City, IA), 1:100]
served to visualize neuronal nuclei in the periphery. As
secondary antibody, IgG Alexa Fluor 647 (goat anti-mouse
IgG Alexa Fluor 647 A21236; Molecular Probes, 1:200)
was used. Images were obtained using a Zeiss LSM510
confocal microscope with a 25X oil immersion objective.
Image stacks were projected and analyzed with Image J
software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij). Photoshop (Adobe Systems
Inc., San José, CA) was used for contrast and brightness
adjustment as well as for rotation and organization of
the images.
Calcium Imaging
For calcium imaging experiments, third instar larvae that carried
the genetically encoded calcium sensor UAS-GCaMP6m in the
D1 (via Gr93a-Gal4) and D2 (via Gr33a-Gal4) pairs of neurons
were used. Larvae were prepared as follows: First, two thirds of
the caudal part of the larval body were removed to reduce body
movements. Only the rostral part, including mouth hooks and
the pharynx were kept. The head cuticle was opened dorsally to
improve visibility of the GRNs. The preparation was fixed with
minutien needles to allow visual access from dorsal direction to
the DPS and was bathed in Drosophila saline solution (130mM
NaCl, 36mM sucrose, 5mM KCl, 5mM HEPES, 2mM CaCl2,
and 2mM MgCl2, pH 7.3). Movements of the mouth hooks
and the anterior body part were not completely abolished in
these preparations, but largely reduced. The calcium responses
of the pair of D1 neurons to caffeine (25mM), denatonium
(10mM), quinine (5mM), theobromine (25mM), canavinine
(12.5mM), salicin (12.5mM), and fructose (25mM) stimuli were
recorded using a Zeiss Axio Examiner D1 microscope (Zeiss,
Jena, Germany) equipped with a Zeiss water immersion objective
(Zeiss W“PlanApochromat” DIC VIS-IR, 40X/1.0; Zeiss, Jena,
Germany). Excitation light was provided by a 470 nm LED-
Colibri Modul. The intensity of the excitation light was adjusted
for every larva in the range between 5 and 10% to obtain similar
basal fluorescence values. Emission light was recorded via the
camera Axiocam 506 (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Imaging frames
were acquired with a frame rate of∼4Hz.
Gustatory Stimulus Application
Gustatory stimuli (dissolved in Drosophila saline) were applied
with a custom-built gustatometer with computer-controlled
valves into a flow chamber. The protocols for stimulus
application started with a constant saline flow for 30 s to allow
for recording of the background fluorescence. Then, gustatory
stimuli were applied in a constant flow for 20 s, followed by 20 s
bath application of the gustatory stimuli without flow. Finally, the
preparation was washed with saline for 80 s before the recording
was stopped.
Data Analysis
First, calcium imaging recordings were corrected for lateral
movement artifacts. Using the function “Align slices in stack”
in Image J software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij). Afterwards, the
calcium response time traces were extracted from the somata
by selecting an elliptical region of interest (ROI). Movement
in the z direction, when the neuron left the focal plane, was
observed as strong fluorescence decreases in the recordings and
in the resulting time traces. These z movement artifacts were not
corrected and not visible in the final averaged values of several
animals. Responses were calculated as the relative fluorescence
change1F/F= (Fi− F0)/F0 [with Fi being the fluorescence value
at each time point (i) during the recording, and F0 the mean of
frames 60–99, before stimulus application]. Animals were pooled
according to their genotype and type of gustatory stimulus. The
mean time traces with the standard errors are shown.
The response delay (shown as seconds after stimulus onset)
was calculated as the duration after stimulus onset, at which
10% of the maximum 1F/F signal was reached. The response
delay was calculated for each single animal. Then the animals
were pooled according to their genotype to display the mean
value and the standard error of the mean. Wilcoxon rank
sum test was performed to test for significance between the
genotypes.
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RESULTS
When Exposed to Caffeine Drosophila
Larvae Initiate Avoidance Behavior,
Suppress Feeding, Establish Aversive
Olfactory Associations, and Die Earlier
Caffeine-Dependent Choice Behavior
First, we assessed if naïve wild type larvae (WTCS) are attracted
to caffeine or avoid it (Niewalda et al., 2008; Schipanski et al.,
2008; El-Keredy et al., 2012; Rohwedder et al., 2012). On control
Petri dishes, with only pure agarose, larvae distributed randomly
(Figure 1A). When groups of larvae were placed on half–half
test plates with one half containing pure agarose and the other
half containing agarose with caffeine at concentrations ranging
from 0 to 500 mM, larvae avoided the caffeine side. Increasing
concentrations of caffeine resulted in increasing avoidance of
the caffeine-containing medium with a maximum response at
50 mM (Figure 1A). Therefore, a concentration of 50mM was
chosen inmost of the experiments. Please note that the avoidance
at 500 mM is slightly reduced. A reason could be a harmful
effect for high caffeine concentrations or the initiation of a more
undirected escape response that was also seen for high agarose
concentrations (Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b).
Feeding
We assessed whether larval feeding was altered on agarose
containing 50 mM caffeine compared to a control medium
of pure agarose only (Figure 1B). In these experiments, larvae
did not have a choice of substrate, but they were allowed to
eat different amounts of it (Niewalda et al., 2008; Schipanski
et al., 2008; El-Keredy et al., 2012; Rohwedder et al., 2012). We
evaluated the amount of consumed substrate by supplementing
the food with dye (see Section Methods). Although larvae
avoided caffeine when given a choice (Figure 1A), they did ingest
caffeine-containing food in a non-choice situation. However,
larvae consumed significantly less of the 50 mM caffeine-
containing substrate compared to the control (Figure 1B).
Associative Olfactory Learning
After experiencing an odor together with high salt concentrations
or quinine, Drosophila larvae learn to avoid that odor in a
later test; hence, these gustatory stimuli can be used as negative
reinforcers (unconditioned stimulus, US; Gerber and Hendel,
2006; Niewalda et al., 2008; Selcho et al., 2009; Schleyer et al.,
2011; El-Keredy et al., 2012; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a).
Whether caffeine has a similar function for larvae was not
tested to date. We trained larvae by presenting one odor with
50 mM caffeine and a second odor with pure agarose. In the
subsequent test larvae could choose between the two odors in
the presence of caffeine. Larvae avoided the odor previously
paired with caffeine, indicating that under these circumstances
50 mM caffeine had negative reinforcing function (Figure 1C
and Supplemental Figure 1B). In additional experiments, we
found that the agarose concentration influenced the behavioral
output (see also Apostolopoulou et al., 2014b). When the
agarose concentration was reduced, the learning effect decreased
(Supplemental Figure 1), indicating an interaction between
caffeine and agarose concentration, possibly related to substrate
stiffness.
Survival
We measured larval survival rates on caffeine by placing first
instar larvae in vials that contained 50 mM caffeine mixed
into agarose as their only food source (Figure 1D; Rohwedder
et al., 2012; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a). Compared to control
animals in pure agarose vials, experimental larvae on 50 mM
caffeine showed reduced survival. No survivors were left on
caffeine after day 3, whereas on pure agarose survivors were still
present after day 5 (Figure 1D).
In summary, our results show that larvae perceived caffeine
as a negative stimulus. Larvae avoided and fed less on a caffeine
containing substrate, they showed aversive olfactory learning,
and they died earlier.
Identification of Gal4 Driver Lines that
Express in Single Gustatory Neurons
How do Drosophila larvae perceive caffeine? Are there specific
GRNs that respond to caffeine? First, we visualized the external
sensory organs (Figure 2A) via scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Figure 2B). The DO at the tip of the larval head is
a prominent multiporous cuticle structure and the principal
olfactory organ. Sensilla surrounding the DO dome may serve
gustatory and other sensory functions (Figure 2B; Singh and
Singh, 1984; Python and Stocker, 2002; Klein et al., 2015; Ni
et al., 2016). The TO is located in close proximity, ventral to
the DO, and its sensilla respond to different modalities including
gustation (Singh and Singh, 1984; Oppliger and Vlimant, 2000;
Python and Stocker, 2002; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a; Kim
et al., 2016; van Giesen et al., 2016; Figure 2B). The VO is located
on the ventral side of the cephalic lobes, covered by a row of
cirri. It may also serve gustatory, as well as mechanosensory
function (Figure 2B; Singh and Singh, 1984; Python and Stocker,
2002). Second, we visualized the individual somata located in
the ganglion of the external and pharyngeal sensory organs by
light microscopy using an anti-elav antibody (Figure 2C; Gendre
et al., 2004). These organs served as a reference to study the
neuronal expression patterns of different Gr-Gal4 lines in the
entire set of GRN pairs (Figures 2A,D). Expression of UAS-
mCD8::GFP (Ito et al., 1998) via the two driver lines Gr66a-
Gal4 and Gr33a-Gal4 (Kwon et al., 2011; Weiss et al., 2011)
confirmed that they were co-expressed in 12 GRN pairs. These
12 pairs were suggested to represent the entire set of larval bitter
receptor neurons. They were: (i) two pairs B1 and B2 in the
dorsolateral group of sensilla of the TO, (ii) four pairs C1–C4
in the distal group of TO sensilla, (iii) two pairs D1 and D2 in
the DPS, (iv) two pairs E1 and E2 in the VPS, (v) two pairs F1
and F2 in the PPS (a detailed anatomical description is given
in Figures 2A,D and Supplemental Figures 2A,B). Regarding
single GRNs, we found that Gr10a-Gal4 was expressed in B2
neurons, Gr36c-Gal4 was expressed in C1 neurons, Gr94a-Gal4
was expressed in C2 neurons, and Gr97a-Gal4 was expressed
in C3 neurons (Kwon et al., 2011; Apostolopoulou et al.,
2014a; Supplemental Figures 2C–F). Gr57a-Gal4 and Gr59d-
Gal4 labeled C2 and C3 neurons and C1, C2, and C4 neurons,
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FIGURE 1 | Drosophila larvae perceive caffeine as an aversive stimulus. (A)Wild-type larvae avoid caffeine in concentrations ranging between 0.5 and 500mM
in a dose dependent manner (n = 15–16 for each concentration; p = 0.4953 for 0mM, p = 0.0024 for 0.5mM, p = 0.0006 for 5mM, p = 0.0007 for 50mM, and p =
0.0007 for 500mM caffeine). (B) Feeding on a substrate that contains 50mM caffeine (red box) is significantly reduced compared to baseline feeding on a pure
agarose substrate (blue box; n = 15–16; p = 2 * 10−6). Yet, they did ingest low amounts of caffeine-containing food (when tested against zero p = 0.0005 and
0.0007 for 0 and 50mM caffeine, respectively). The continuous line indicates the median absorbance at 0mM caffeine. The dashed line indicates zero absorbance
and thus no feeding. (C) Caffeine can act as a negative reinforcer in associative olfactory conditioning (n = 16; p = 0.0097). (D) Survival of wild-type larvae on an
agarose substrate, which contains 50mM caffeine (red) is reduced in comparison to survival on pure agarose substrate (blue; n = 15). Differences between groups are
presented over the related box plots in (B). Differences against a mean of 0 are shown above [in (A) and (C)] or below [in (B)] each box plot. n.s. non-significant p >
0.05, **p < 0.01 or ***p < 0.001; small circles indicate outliers.
respectively (Kwon et al., 2011; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a).
Both of these latter lines showed additional expression in the
pharyngeal sensory system that was not further analyzed (Kwon
et al., 2011). Gr93a-Gal4 crossed with UAS-mCD8::GFP labeled
the single D1 neuron pair (Supplemental Figure 2G) plus two
olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) in each DO, which projected
to two glomeruli of the antennal lobe (Supplemental Figure
2H, see arrows). Please note that by using Gr33a-Gal4 it was
not possible to distinguish between individual GRNs in the
same cluster (B1 and B2; C1–C4; D1 and D2; E1 and E2; F1
and F2). The identification of individual GRNs in Gr10a-Gal4,
Gr36c-Gal4, Gr94a-Gal4, Gr97a-Gal4, Gr57a-Gal4, Gr59d-Gal4,
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FIGURE 2 | A single pair of pharyngeal GRNs located in the DPS is necessary for caffeine dependent choice behavior. (A) Schematic diagram of the larval
gustatory system depicting the external (DO, dorsal organ; TO, terminal organ; VO, ventral organ) and internal gustatory organs (DPS, dorsal pharyngeal sense organ;
VPS, ventral pharyngeal sense organ; PPS, posterior pharyngeal sense organ), their respective ganglia (DOG, TOG, VOG), and their connections (AN, antennal nerve,
LN, labral nerve, MN, maxillary nerve, LBN, labial nerve) to the suboesophageal ganglion (SOG, modified from Python and Stocker, 2002). (B) High-resolution
scanning electron microscope image of the larval head showing the DO, TO, VO, and mouth hooks (MH). Upper inset: detail view of DO and TO. Lower inset: detailed
view of VO. The VO is located behind two rows of cirri. Scale bars: 20 µm, upper inset: 15 µm, lower inset: 2 µm, (C) Light microscopy: Dorsal view of the larval head
region, which shows the DO, TO, and DPS. The ventral pharyngeal sensilla and the posterior pharyngeal sensilla are hidden under the pharynx and are not visible.
DOG and TOG are visualized by marking all neurons using an anti-elav marker (magenta). Scale bar: 100 µm. (D) Schematic organization of the set of 12 bitter GRNs
that is used to summarize the Gal4 line expression pattern in the following. (E–M) Screen to identify caffeine sensitive GRNs that instruct larval choice behavior. The
left panels show a schematic representation of the 12 bitter neurons of the TO (B1, B2, C1–C4), DPS (D1 and D2), VPS (E1 and E2), and PPS (F1 and F2). The panels
on the right show the results for caffeine-dependent choice behavior after ablation of the GRNs marked in red via the apoptosis inducing genes hid and rpr. Control
genotypes are shown in gray, experimental groups at the center in red. Ablation of all 12 GRN pairs completely abolishes caffeine dependent choice behavior (E,F: p
= 0.3635 and 0.1092, respectively), whereas in both cases genetic control groups avoid caffeine [in (E) p = 0.0011 for the Gal4 control and p = 0.0211 for the
UAS-control; in (F) p = 0.0131 for the Gal4 control and p = 0.0211 for the UAS-control]. The same loss of caffeine dependent choice behavior is seen when
specifically ablating the D1 GRN pair (p = 0.9499 against chance levels, p = 2 * 10−5 compared to the Gal4 control and p = 0.0051 compared to the UAS-hid,rpr
control) (M). No change in choice behavior was detected when ablating only B2 (G), C1 (H), C2 (I), C3 (J), C2 and C3 (K), or C1, C2, and C4 (L) GRNs (p = 0.1406
when Gr10a/UAS-hid,rpr is compared to the Gal4 control and p = 0.0022 when compared to the UAS control; for all other experiments there was no difference
between the three groups: p = 0.1349 for Gr36c, p = 0.0574 for Gr94a, p = 0.0504 for Gr97a, p = 0.1035 for Gr57a, and p = 0.2142 for Gr59d). Sample size for
each group n ≥ 14; Significances against a mean of 0 are given at the bottom of each panel in (E–M). Significances between experimental groups are depicted above
the respective box plots in (E–M). n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. Small circles indicate outliers. Please note that in (E) and (F)
the same data is shown for the UAS control. The same is true for (G–J) and (L).
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and Gr93a-Gal4 was verified based on the data of Kwon et al.
(2011).
TO Neurons are Not Necessary for Caffeine
Avoidance
To analyze if any of the above described GRNs were necessary
for sensing caffeine, we crossed each Gal4 line with UAS-
hid,rpr. Ectopic expression of hid and rpr induced apoptosis
through caspase activation (White and Steller, 1995; White et al.,
1996; Kurada and White, 1998). We tested experimental larvae
and their appropriate controls for caffeine-dependent choice
behavior. For both Gr66a-Gal4 and Gr33a-Gal4 we found—in
contrast to the genetic controls—that ablating the complete set
of 12 GRN pairs completely abolished the caffeine-dependent
avoidance (Figures 2E,F). These results suggest that at least one
of these 12 GRN pairs was necessary to induce caffeine avoidance
behavior.
Ablation of B2 (Gr10a, Figure 2G), C1 (Gr36c, Figure 2H),
C2 (Gr94a, Figure 2I), or C3 (Gr97a, Figure 2J) neurons at the
TO did not alter larval caffeine avoidance. Ablation of multiple
TO neuron pairs, like C2 and C3 (Gr57a, Figure 2K), or C1,
C2, and C4 together (Gr59d, Figure 2L) also did not alter the
caffeine avoidance of the larvae.We therefore conclude that these
combinations of GRNs in the TO might not be necessary for
caffeine-dependent choice behavior, although we cannot exclude
that in individual animals always each GRN is ablated and that
ablation of individual GRNsmay lead to perturbing side effects at
the entire TO.
Caffeine Avoidance is Mediated by a Single
Pair of D1 Neurons in the DPS
To investigate the role of pharyngeal sensory neurons in
caffeine perception we crossed Gr93a-Gal4 with UAS-hid,rpr to
induce apoptosis in the D1 neuron pair of the DPS (plus two
ORN pairs). The resulting larvae did not display any caffeine
avoidance behavior (Figure 2M) but where able to avoid quinine
(Supplemental Figure 3), suggesting that caffeine sensing was
abolished in this behavioral context.
Since Gr93a-Gal4 additionally labeled two ORN pairs and
was also found to be expressed in the third antennal segment of
adultDrosophila (Menuz et al., 2014), we tested whether olfaction
contributed to the behavioral response to caffeine. First, we tested
whether caffeine could act as an olfactory rather than gustatory
stimulus in this assay (Huser et al., 2012; Selcho et al., 2014;
Rohwedder et al., 2016). Larvae were placed on an agarose test
plate with a container that included 50 mM caffeine on one side
and a second container that included no caffeine on the other
side. The container prevented direct contact of gustatory organs
with caffeine. As larvae distributed randomly on the test plate
(Supplemental Figure 4A) we argued that larvae could not smell
50 mM caffeine. As a second control experiment, we used the
Orco mutant, which shows normal gustatory behavior but fails
to respond to a broad range of odors (Larsson et al., 2004).
Consistent with previous results (Kim et al., 2016), Orco mutant
larvae performed well in the caffeine-dependent choice assay
(Supplemental Figure 4B). As in larvae all ORNs co-expressOrco,
we conclude that ORNs did not contribute to caffeine-dependent
choice behavior. Hence, we conclude that the single Gr93a-Gal4
positive gustatory neuron pair (D1) in the DPS was necessary to
express caffeine avoidance (Figure 2M).
D1 Neurons Respond to Bitter Substances
Including Caffeine
If Gr93a neurons mediate caffeine aversion, they should respond
to caffeine physiologically. To test this hypothesis, we expressed
the calcium sensor GCaMP6m under the control of Gr93a-
Gal4 (Chen et al., 2013) and established a method to record
intracellular calcium increases to bitter substance stimulation in
cells of the DPS (Figure 3A). We found that 25 mM caffeine
evoked strong intracellular calcium increases in the D1 neuron
(Figures 3B,C: caffeine 1 shows the initial response of the cell to
caffeine; caffeine 2 shows the response of the same cell to a second
stimulation after an additional washing step). In addition, we
detected calcium responses of the D1 neuron when stimulating
with denatonium (10 mM), quinine (5 mM), and theobromine
(25 mM). All of these responses were delayed as compared to
the caffeine-dependent responses, suggesting some differences in
sensitivity or the transduction mechanism. No calcium responses
were detected with canavinine (12.5mM), salicin (12.5mM), or
fructose (25mM; Figure 3C). All substances except for fructose
were reported to be bitter (König et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016).
In published behavioral studies, larvae only avoid denatonium,
quinine, and canavinine, but do not respond to theobromine and
salicin (König et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2016). Thus, denatonium
and quinine avoidance may also be mediated by D1, while other
neurons must be responsible for canavinine avoidance. It is
puzzling, though, that D1 responded to theobromine, yet the
animals did not avoid it (Kim et al., 2016). Thus, further work
has to address how the physiological response of individual GRN
pairs correlates with the avoidance behavior of the larva.
D1 Neurons are Necessary for
Caffeine-Induced Learning
Do Gr93a-Gal4 positive D1 neurons provide the sensory
information about caffeine as a negative reinforcer? To answer
this question, we ablated either the entire set of 12 pairs
of bitter neurons using Gr33a-Gal4;UAS-hid,rpr, or the single
pair of D1 neurons via Gr93a-Gal4;UAS-hid,rpr. Experimental
larvae did not learn to avoid the caffeine-associated odor
(Figures 4A,B). In contrast, Gal4 and UAS-hid,rpr control
groups in both experiments were able to form odor-caffeine
associations (Figures 4A,B). As this manipulation left task
relevant odor-processing intact (Supplemental Figure 5), we
conclude that D1 neurons were necessary to signal caffeine
punishment in larvae.
D1 Neurons are Not Needed for Caffeine
Dependent Feeding
Are D1 neurons also needed to sense caffeine in other behavioral
contexts, specifically when feeding? Drosophila larvae ate low
amounts of caffeine-containing food when they do not have
another choice (Figure 1B). This allowed us to ask whether
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FIGURE 3 | The pharyngeal D1 GRN pair responds to caffeine stimulation. (A) Schematic drawing of the preparation used for calcium imaging. The location of
the DPS organ is highlighted in green. MH, mouth hooks; CNS, central nervous system. The red line indicates the place where the preparation was cut (B) Calcium
increases of pharyngeal D1 neurons of Gr93a-Gal4;UAS-GCaMP6m larvae upon caffeine stimulation were recorded as fluorescence increases. The panel depicts the
raw fluorescence images before and during caffeine application (25 mM) in a single larva preparation as morphological images (upper row), and the corresponding
1F/F false color coded images (lower row). (C) Caffeine (25 mM) induced strong calcium responses of pharyngeal D1 neuron (red time trace), even when presented a
second time to the preparation after extensive washing (yellow time trace). Denatonium (10 mM, light green trace), quinine (5 mM, dark green trace), and theobromine
(25mM, light blue trace) also induced calcium responses of the D1 neuron. In contrast, canavinine (12.5mM, dark blue), salicin (12.5 mM, purple trace), and fructose
(25mM, magenta trace) did not elicit any responses. Responses are plotted as the relative response strength 1F/F (n = 39, 12, 7, 11, 6, 7, 8, and 38, respectively;
different animals were used in each group, individual animals were used for several stimuli). The dark gray bars below each trace indicate stimulus solution flow into
the application chamber. The light gray bar indicates when the stimulus solution was present in the application chamber without flow. During all other time points a
saline flow through the chamber washed out gustatory stimuli. Saline buffer did not trigger any neuronal responses.
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FIGURE 4 | The single pair of pharyngeal D1 GRNs is necessary for caffeine reinforced learning but dispensable for caffeine-dependent feeding. (A,B)
Associative olfactory learning: Genetic ablation of Gr33a-Gal4- or Gr93a-Gal4-positive GRNs via the apoptosis inducing genes hid and rpr completely abolishes 50
mM caffeine reinforced learning (for Gr33a p = 0.1591, for Gr93a p = 0.5282). Sample size for each group is n ≥ 15. (C,D) Feeding: Genetic ablation of Gr33a-Gal4-
or Gr93a-Gal4-positive GRNs via the apoptosis inducing genes hid and rpr does not restore feeding on 50 mM caffeine substrate to baseline feeding levels on pure
agarose substrate (p = 10−5 for Gr33a-Gal4/UAS-hid,rpr and p = 1.7750 * 10−05 for Gr93a-Gal4/UAS-hid,rpr compared to wild type controls), suggesting that
these GRNs are not controlling feeding in this context. A slight but significant increase in feeding was detectable when ablating all twelve pairs of GRNs (p = 0.0011
compared to the Gal4 control, p = 0.0025 as compared to the UAS-hid,rpr control) (C). This was not the case for the pharyngeal D1 GRN pair (p = 1.7750 * 10−05
compared to wild type controls, p = 0.9668 compared to the Gal4 control, and p = 0.0025 compared to the UAS-hid,rpr control) (D). Sample size for each group n ≥
12. Significances against a mean of 0 are given at the bottom of each panel in (A) and (B). Significances between experimental groups are depicted above the
respective box plots in (C) and (D). n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. Small circles indicate outliers.
Gr93a-Gal4 D1 neurons were also necessary for caffeine driven
feeding suppression, or whether there may be an additional
caffeine-sensing channel required for feeding.
Ablating the 12 pairs of Gr33a-Gal4 neurons only marginally
increased feeding on a 50 mM caffeine-containing substrate
when compared to both genetic controls (Figure 4C). The
amount of consumed caffeine-containing substrate was clearly
reduced compared to baseline feeding on caffeine-free agarose
substrate (Figure 4C). Next, we tested feeding behavior on
caffeine-containing substrates of larvae ablated of D1 neurons.
There was no explicit effect on feeding (Figure 4D). The
performance of larvae without D1 neurons was similar to the
Gal4 control larvae but different fromUAS-hid,rpr control larvae.
The amount of consumed caffeine-containing substrate was
clearly reduced compared to baseline feeding on caffeine-free
agarose substrate, too. Our data suggest that the D1 neuron
pair was not required for caffeine-dependent feeding avoidance,
unlike as observed in case of caffeine-dependent choice behavior
and caffeine-dependent learning. Other neurons in the Gr33a
group partially contributed to caffeine feeding avoidance, even
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though they were not involved in choice behavior. Furthermore,
since this effect was not complete, it suggests that other, so far
unidentified, mechanisms contribute to caffeine driven feeding
suppression.
The Caffeine Receptor is Likely a
Heteromultimer
Gr93a neurons co-express at least Gr66a and Gr33a receptor
genes (Kwon et al., 2011). But how do these receptors contribute
to caffeine perception? Adult flies lacking one of the Gr66a,
Gr33a, orGr93a receptor genes show impaired caffeine avoidance
and no electrophysiological responses to caffeine (Moon et al.,
2006, 2009). Thus, we assessedGr66aex83 (Moon et al., 2006) and
Gr33a1 (Moon et al., 2009) receptor gene mutants in the 50 mM
caffeine-dependent choice assay. Both mutants showed reduced
caffeine avoidance as compared to the w1118 control larvae
(Figure 5A). However, they showed significant residual caffeine-
dependent choice behavior different from random distribution
(Figure 5A). Larvae carrying the double mutation Gr33a1;
Gr66aex83 for both receptor genes were completely unable to
avoid caffeine and accordingly behaved differently from control
larvae (Figure 5B). In addition, we tested Gr93a3 receptor gene
mutant larvae (Lee et al., 2009), which failed to avoid caffeine
(Figure 5C). Therefore, Gr93a, Gr66a, and Gr33a were necessary
for caffeine sensing. Gr66a and Gr33a, however, could partially
compensate for each other’s loss.
To determine how Gr93a, Gr66a, and Gr33a contributed
to the physiological response of the D1 neuron, we analyzed
caffeine dependent calcium responses (25 mM) of the D1 neuron
in a wild type background, in a Gr93a3 homozygous mutant
background and in a homozygous Gr33a1 mutant background
(Figure 6). All groups showed strong responses after caffeine
application, but their time traces differed: without a functioning
Gr93a gene, calcium response onset was delayed, and returned to
baseline quicker (Figures 6A,B). Thus, Gr93a gene function was
necessary for a proper physiological response of the D1 neuron.
Having observed that Gr93a was necessary, we next asked
whether this gene was sufficient to provide a GRN with the
function to respond to caffeine. We expressed UAS-GCaMP6m
via Gr33a-Gal4. Gr33a-Gal4 drove calcium sensor expression
in the D1 neuron pair of the DPS that responded to caffeine
(Figures 3B,C, 6C) but also in the D2 neuron pair that showed
no caffeine response (Figure 6C and Supplemental Figure 6). The
fluorescent increase found in D2 was entirely due to scattered
light from the D1 cell, as shown by comparison with an unlabeled
tissue area. D2 neurons were reported to co express the Gr33a
and Gr66a genes but not the Gr93a gene (Kwon et al., 2011).
We then used Gr33a-Gal4 to drive both UAS-GCaMP6m and
UAS-Gr93a, thus overexpressing the Gr93a receptor gene in D1
neurons and artificially expressing it in D2 neurons. However,
while D1 gave increased responses as compared to a wild type
background, suggesting that Gr33a-Gal4 was strong enough to
FIGURE 5 | The receptor genes Gr66a, Gr33a, and Gr93a are necessary for caffeine-dependent choice behavior. (A) Gr66a and Gr33a receptor gene
mutants (Gr66aex83 and Gr33a1, respectively) show reduced caffeine-dependent choice behavior compared to the w1118 control larvae (p = 0.0061 for Gr66ex83
and p = 0.0044 for Gr33a1) but can still avoid caffeine (p = 0.0061 for Gr66ex83 and p = 0.0021 for Gr33a1 against chance levels). (B) Gr33a1;Gr66aex83 double
mutants do not show any caffeine-dependent choice behavior (p = 0.4124 against chance levels and p = 0.0046 for Gr33a1;Gr66aex83 compared to w1118). (C)
Gr93a receptor gene mutant larvae (Gr93a3) show no caffeine-dependent choice behavior (p = 0.7474). Sample size for each group is n ≥ 11 experiments, with 30
larvae each. Significances against a mean of 0 are given at the bottom of each panel. Differences between experimental groups are depicted above the respective box
plots; n.s. non-significant p > 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001. Small circles indicate outliers.
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FIGURE 6 | Gr93a receptor gene expression in the pharyngeal D1
neuron is necessary to elicit proper caffeine-dependent responses. (A)
(Continued)
FIGURE 6 | Continued
Response profiles of the pharyngeal D1 neuron upon 25mM caffeine
stimulation in wild-type larvae (purple), Gr93a3 mutant background larvae
(orange), and Gr33a1 mutant background larvae (gray). To this end, we
introduced Gr93a-Gal4; UAS-GCaMP6m into three different genetic
backgrounds. Gr93a3 mutants showed a delayed response to caffeine that
quickly disappeared in comparison to wild type and Gr33a1 mutant larvae.
Responses were plotted as the relative response strength 1F/F (n = 8, 6, 8,
respectively). Gray bars indicate stimulation as in Figure 3. (B) Detailed
evaluation of the response delay in seconds of the three measurements shown
in (A). The response delay was calculated as the time it takes from stimulus
onset, until 10% of the maximum 1F/F response is reached. Barplots show
the mean response delay of the same animals as in (A). Differences between
experimental groups are depicted above the respective box plots; n.s.
non-significant p > 0.05, *p < 0.05 tested with Wilcoxon rank sum test. (C) In
contrast to the pharyngeal D1 neuron, no response to 25mM caffeine was
seen for the pharyngeal D2 neuron in Gr33a-Gal4; UAS-GCaMP6m larvae.
The increase in fluorescent light observed in D2 is similar to that in a control
background region in similar proximity to D1. Number of analyzed neurons: n
= 18, 12, and 10, respectively. (D) Ectopic expression of Gr93a receptor gene
in D2, is not sufficient to elicit a caffeine-dependent response. D1 neurons
were activated by caffeine, but D2 neurons showed a similar response to a
control region in Gr33a-Gal4; UAS-Gr93a; UAS-GCaMP6m larvae. Number of
analyzed neurons: n = 16, 6, and 5, respectively.
drive expression of Gr93a to physiological effects, D2 did not
show any caffeine-dependent calcium increase (Figures 6C,D).
We conclude that Gr93a gene function was not sufficient to
provide a GRN with the ability to physiologically respond
to caffeine, even in a Gr33a and Gr66a positive background,
suggesting that additional components would be necessary for a
functional caffeine receptor protein complex.
DISCUSSION
Pharyngeal Taste Processing in Larvae
Analysis of bitter taste processing in Drosophila larvae, similar to
its adult counterpart, focuses almost exclusively on the external
sensory system [(Kwon et al., 2011; Mishra et al., 2013; Alves
et al., 2014; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a; König et al., 2014; Kim
et al., 2016; van Giesen et al., 2016) for the adult pharyngeal
system see LeDue et al., 2015]. Although there is growing interest
in mechanisms following food ingestion, the pharyngeal sense
organs remain basically unexplored (Hergarden et al., 2012;
Manzo et al., 2012; Marella et al., 2012; Pool and Scott, 2014; Pool
et al., 2014; LeDue et al., 2015; Yapici et al., 2016).
Here, we show—to our knowledge—for the first time a taste
dependent function for the larval pharyngeal sense organs.
Larvae perceive their environment with a small number of GRNs
that are occasionally genetically accessible on the single cell level
(Kwon et al., 2011; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a). Until now
several studies identified single GRNs located at the external TO
that are necessary for particular aspects of bitter food avoidance.
C7 neuron pair function is required to keep larvae away from
quinine and denatonium (van Giesen et al., 2016). C3 neuron
pair function is necessary for larvae to avoid quinine and its
activation suffices to trigger avoidance (Apostolopoulou et al.,
2014a). Yet, although certain aspects of bitter sensation can
be attributed to individual GRNs, it is likely that some bitter
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chemicals are not only perceived by single neuron pairs of the
TO, but rather by an ensemble of gustatory neurons. GRN
inactivation by Gr-Gal4 drivers such as Gr66a-Gal4, Gr33a-Gal4,
Gr59d-Gal4, Gr97a-Gal4, Gr57a-Gal4, Gr9a-Gal4, Gr23a-Gal4,
or GMR57B04-Gal4 reduces or even inverts larval avoidance of
quinine (Apostolopoulou et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016; van Giesen
et al., 2016). These results suggest that the C1, C2, C4 neuron
pairs and the pharyngeal system are also required for quinine
perception, in addition to C3 and C7 function (Apostolopoulou
et al., 2014a; Kim et al., 2016; van Giesen et al., 2016). Yet,
the precise mechanism of cooperation remains unclear. Partially
because the analysis of larval taste is currently limited to only
about one third (12 of the total 37) of the GRNs of the TO due
to as yet missing genetic tools (Apostolopoulou et al., 2015). In
addition, taste coding in larvae likely includes multiple levels of
interaction: the sensory level, the subesophageal ganglion (SOG,
the first taste integration center of the brain) and subsequent
circuits in higher brain and premotor areas.
Here, we show that the pharyngeal D1 neuron pair of the
DPS constitutes an additional sensory organ level for bitter
sensing (Figures 7A,B). Larvae without the D1 neuron pair
do not show caffeine avoidance (Figure 2M) and odor-caffeine
learning (Figure 4B). The D1 neuron pair responds to caffeine
(Figure 3C). Sugar may be similarly sensed in the pharyngeal
organ: adult poxn mutant flies lacking all external GRNs are still
capable of selecting sugar by virtue of pharyngeal taste neurons
(LeDue et al., 2015), while larvae lacking Gr43a, their main
sugar receptor, fail to prefer sugar. Gr43a is not expressed in the
larval external taste organs: the DO, TO, and VO. But, among
other cells, the receptor is present in pharyngeal sensory neurons
(Mishra et al., 2013). Therefore, the larval pharyngeal sensory
organs appear to perceive tastes with opposing valence and to
contribute to taste guided behaviors.
Yet, it was also shown that taste coding is more combinatorial
than initially thought. Bitter tastants can suppress the stimulatory
effect of attractive gustatory cues. This could take place in the
taste receptor cells or in higher-processing central pathways
(shown for different insects in Haskell and Schoonhoven, 1969;
Dethier, 1978; Chapman et al., 1991; Simpson et al., 1991;
Meunier et al., 2003; Gordon and Scott, 2009; Yong Jeong et al.,
2013; Chu et al., 2014). Thus, interference with pharyngeal D1
neuron pair function could shift the net output of the entire taste
system toward a more positive value that would also lead to an
impairment in caffeine driven behaviors.
Interestingly the D1 neuron pair of the DPS is among
the few larval sensory neurons to survive remodeling during
metamorphosis as it is incorporated into the adult pharyngeal
sensory system (Gendre et al., 2004). Tracing the D1 neuron
pair throughout development would allow for analyzing its
significance for adult taste perception. Further studies will be
necessary in adult and larval Drosophila in order to dissect the
detailed nature of taste coding via the external and pharyngeal
taste organs, and its persistence across metamorphosis.
Caffeine Perception and Feeding Behavior
All growth in Drosophila normally occurs during the juvenile
larval stages, resulting in a remarkable ∼200-fold increase in
body mass (Church and Robertson, 1966). To reliably recognize
nutrients [e.g., yeast, the major source of proteins (Cooper,
1960), or carbohydrates (Mishra et al., 2013; Schwarz et al.,
2014)] and to weigh them against low concentrations of bitter,
potentially hazardous compounds, larvae need a sophisticated
sense of taste.
We speculate that in contrast to food choice, consumption of
bitter food in non-choice situations is only marginally influenced
by TO and pharyngeal sensory organ function. Drosophila
larvae consume less food if it contains caffeine or quinine
(Figure 1; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a). Ablation of the entire
set of external and pharyngeal bitter GRNs via Gr33a-Gal4 only
marginally increases the amount of consumed caffeine or quinine
containing substrate (Figure 4; Apostolopoulou et al., 2014a).We
therefore argue that larvae have at least one additional system
that perceives bitter information to regulate food consumption.
This could be another, putative, caffeine sensitive receptor, or
an allosteric effect of caffeine onto a sugar receptor or other
receptor with positive valence. Alternatively, or additionally,
caffeine may act via mechanisms that change the motivation
or the health of the animals after consuming caffeine. Feeding
in most insects can be divided into at least four phases: food
finding, sampling, food consumption, and cessation of feeding
(Beck, 1965; Schoonhoven, 1972). The decision as to whether
and when a food source is accepted occurs during the first two
phases. Our results suggest that the decision to avoid food that
contains bitter substance like quinine, denatonium, or caffeine is
made by the TO and/or the pharyngeal DPS. Once the decision
is made to constantly feed, larvae start a motor program of
alternating biting and non-biting periods (Ma, 1972; Chapman,
1982). Our data suggest that food consumption is under control
of a different, yet unknown, system, because larvae that lack the
12 pairs of bitter GRNs still fed less on a caffeine containing
substrate (Figure 4C). This would allow larvae to appropriately
adjust their feeding rates in an environment that does not allow
for food finding and sampling, e.g., due to the omnipresence of
a harmful substance in the food source, as in our non-choice
feeding assay.
Which systems may instruct food consumption? One
possibility is the enteric system, which includes neurons in the
esophageal, hypocerebral, and proventricular ganglion. In insects
the enteric system regulates rhythmic foregut and pharynx
movements and processes associated with these movements,
like food consumption (Hill et al., 1966; Griss et al., 1991),
air swallowing (Carlson and O’gara, 1983), and molting-related
behaviors (Miles and Booker, 1998; Bestman and Booker, 2003).
Further downstream along the digestive tract, enteroendocrine
cells located in the midgut of adult Drosophila express Grs
necessary for bitter taste perception. Enteroendocrine cells, in
insects as well as in mammals, produce regulatory peptides
upon detection of luminal nutrients or chemicals to regulate gut
physiology, food intake, and glucose homeostasis in a paracrine
and/or endocrine manner. By testing Gr93a mutants in the
non-choice feeding assay it is possible to test this hypothesis.
A reduction in feeding would support our interpretation,
whereas normal feeding rates would argue for one or more Gr
independent mechanisms.
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FIGURE 7 | Schematic overview of the larval peripheral sensory system perceiving caffeine and quinine taste to trigger larval behavior. (A) Bitter quinine
taste information affecting larval choice behavior is mediated mainly by the TO neurons C1–C4 (light red and red) and especially by the single TO neuron C3 (red).
Bitter caffeine taste information affecting larval choice behavior is mediated by the single D1 neuron (green) of the DPS (this study). Ablation of D1 does not impair
quinine-dependent choice behavior (Supplemental Figure 3). The ligand specificity for the rest of the 12 “bitter” neurons of the TO (B1, B2, C5, and C6), DO (A1 and
A2), DPS, VPS, and PPS is yet unknown (indicated in white). Signals propagate to the subesophageal ganglion via the maxillary nerve (for quinine) and the labral nerve
(for caffeine). From here, postsynaptic, yet unidentified, second order neurons further process gustatory signals to trigger taste-dependent choice behavior. In addition
to the peripheral sensory system depicted here, this study suggests that there are more central sensors, which remain unidentified and are, therefore, not included in
the scheme. (B) Taste information of the Gr93a positive D1 sensory neuron of the DPS is able to instruct caffeine-dependent behaviors. This includes
caffeine-dependent choice behavior and caffeine-dependent punishment (necessary for aversive olfactory learning), but excludes a necessity for caffeine-dependent
food avoidance.
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The Molecular Basis of Caffeine Perception
Caffeine, a methylxanthine primarily derived from coffee
trees and tea plants, but also present at low concentration
in fruits, is one of the behaviorally active substances most
commonly consumed by humans (Clifford, 1985; Wintgens,
2012). Caffeine is known to improve alertness and arousal in
humans and other mammals but also in invertebrates (Clifford,
1985; Wintgens, 2012). It has an impact on numerous insect
behaviors, including fine motor movements, attention, and
complex cognitive processes (Mustard, 2014). However, unlike
most tastants, which are detected through G protein-coupled
receptors at the cell surface, it has been proposed to also
serve conserved pharmacological functions; namely, to increase
cAMP through the inhibition of phosphodiesterases, to increase
intracellular calcium levels via release of intracellular stores
through ryanodine receptors, and as an antagonist of adenosine
receptors (reviewed in Mustard, 2014).
Yet, in adult Drosophila Gr33a and Gr66a gene function—
together with Gr93a—was demonstrated to be required for
caffeine responsiveness (Moon et al., 2006, 2009; Lee et al.,
2009). Gr33a was suggested to be a receptor required for the
perception of many different bitter substances and was, therefore,
proposed to function as a co-receptor for bitter sense in general
(Moon et al., 2009). Gr66a and Gr93a, however, show a specific
response to caffeine and other methylxanthine derivatives such
as theophylline (Lee et al., 2009). In line with these results Gr93a
mutant larvae show an altered physiological response of the
D1 neuron pair to caffeine (Figures 6A,B) and Gr33a; Gr66a
double mutant and Gr93a mutant larvae do not avoid caffeine
(Figures 5B,C). Accordingly, caffeine sensing in Drosophila at
different developmental stages functions through a specific (and
more sensitive) Gr-dependent molecular mechanism, rather than
an unspecific effect on internal calcium stores. However, the
neuronal Gr93a expression differs between the larval and adult
stage. Adult Drosophila—in contrast to larvae—show Gr93a
expression in GRNs located at the periphery in different labellar
sensilla (S0, S1, S2, S6, S7, and S10; Weiss et al., 2011) and the
abdomen (Kwon et al., 2014). Therefore, it is likely that caffeine
is differently perceived by larval and adult systems. Yet, a similar
approach in adults would require intersectional techniques
(LeDue et al., 2015) to clearly disentangle the pharyngeal system
from the peripheral ones.
In mammals, taste receptors are either homo- or
heterodimers, while olfactory receptors are homomeric
proteins. Drosophila olfactory receptors (ORs) appear to be
heterodimers comprised of Orco in combination with one
additional OR (Larsson et al., 2004). The Drosophila CO2
receptor is a heterodimer consisting of Gr21a and Gr63a
(Kwon et al., 2007). Here we show that caffeine perception
via the pharyngeal D1 neuron requires at least four subunits,
since misexpression of Gr93a, Gr33a, Gr66a in the pharyngeal
D2 neuron is not sufficient to confer caffeine sensitivity to
this neuron. Alternatively, the D2 neuron might be missing
an element of the transduction cascade needed in D1, even
though D2 is also a taste receptor neuron. Based on the recent
findings of Delventhal and Carlson (2016) it is also possible
that bitter signaling in larvae follows a more complex logic of
interaction for Gr genes that also includes inhibiting effects.
This organization seems to be conserved throughout Drosophila
development as in adult flies misexpression of the three Grs
does not equip a sugar responsive GRNs with caffeine sensitivity
(Lee et al., 2009). Clearly, taste perception in Drosophila—and in
particular in the Drosophila larva—has many mysteries yet to be
solved.
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